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888 Infinity is a Decentralized Casino Metaverse and NFT marketplace. We 
provide $888 holders access and guaranteed access to staking, auctions, and 
private sales of NFTs. By utilizing 888 Infinity, players will have access on 
multiple networks and in the metaverse. $888 token holders who qualify for our 
tiered system are guaranteed varied allocation to early sales of projects 
launching through our platform. We will be developing 4 applications for our 
metaverse. The 888 casino, 888 Wallet, 888 Marketplace, and 888 NFTs. The 
NFTs will be auctioned and able to be staked and used in our metaverse. For 
being an $888 holder, you will be invited to private NFT auctions, reveal 
events, and private beta access. We will expand to other networks such as 
BSC, Cardano, and polygon. With 888 Infinity Casino, you can use your 888 to 
earn more 888.

What is 888 Infinity?

There is a huge need for a decentralized Casino Metaverse that can offer a 
Casino, Wallet, Marketplace, and NFTs in the blockchain space. As the world 
moves more into adopting decentralized currencies, we will become the leader 
in the Casino game industry. Many services that exist nowadays have an issue 
with not being transparent with their services, but with Blockchain technology, 
we will have a platform where everything will be public and honest to all of our 
users while having the same fun.

By combining all of these services into a single platform, this makes it a 
convenient and easy place for users to interact. This is what is needed in the 
space right now, and 888 Infinity will be the one to provide this.

What do we strive to accomplish?

I. Introduction
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888 Infinity acts as a bridge between the real world entertainment and the DeFi 
world by bridging the crypto Metaverse and gaming platform. Users will be 
able to use exclusive NFTs in the Metaverse. The usage of the NFTs will allow 
users to represent their limited-edition avatars in-game and use the upgrades 
in-game. The NFTs can then be listed on the NFT marketplace and viewed in 
the NFT wallet, enabling anyone interested to browse through the marketplace 
and purchase their item of choice. We’re unlocking a new wave of 
opportunities by merging the $67 Billion Gambling Industry with the $11 Billion 
DeFi market, creating imaginative, innovative and immersive cross-chain 
gaming experiences in the process.

Mission Statement
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Infinity 888 is targeted for enthusiasts of entertainment, crypto, and NFTs. Each 
NFT in our marketplace is validated on the blockchain. Having it on the block-
chain allows for public and transparent tracking of all the NFTs. This allows for 
these NFTs to all be its own unique entity with different characteristics and 
properties.

Infinite 888 solves one of the biggest problems in modern gaming. Items are no 
longer under the control of the game system but rather interacting on a public 
blockchain. Having everything decentralized, this allows for the freedom of 
NFTs and actual ownership.

Users will be able to exchange and trade our NFTs on our platform. With more 
and more games being added to the 888 Casino, there will be even more 
opportunities for people to be able to earn more $888 and be able to claim 
different rewards. Every NFT will be separated by its rarity, and it will be a goal 
that many will strive to obtain. Everything will be public on our website, and this 
will incentivize many to want to reach those goals. 
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II. How It Works



IV. Roadmap
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III. Token Sale

CIRCULATING SUPPLY: ~40%

5% or 5 billion team tokens
- 2.5% for developers and employee 
incentives
- 2.5% for marketing deals and 
events

25% or 250 billion tokens locked for 1 month - to be used for CEX and 
liquidity over the span of 6 months on a linear schedule.
35% or 350 billion tokens locked for 15 days 
Liquidity locked for 1 month.

TOTAL SUPPLY:  1 trillion tokens

~10% private sale round at a price 2x 
from launch - tradeable linearly

LOCKED SUPPLY: ~60%

LOCKED SUPP
LY

CIRCULATING SUPPLY

100%
1 trillion tokens

September 2021

2021

$888 Token + ICO
Platform Development
International and Domestic

October 2021

Initial NFT Sales
BSC Integration
Initial CEX Listings

November 2021

Partnership Relationships
Private Auction for Holders

December 2021

Wallet Beta Release
Initial Private Alpha
Polygon Integration
ADA Integration*

January 2022

Gamification Integration
Marketplace Beta

February 2022 -
Game Subcurrency
Official Beta Launch
TBA

2022

https://team.finance/view-coin/0xF65b639cD872217A5CF224E34E28320b06Ef317f?name=888%20INFINITY&symbol=888


The Official 888 Metaverse. Users can play, win, and trade prizes won in the 
888 Casino. The 888 Casino can be accessed via our website or the 888 
Wallet.

888 Infinity Casino

The Official 888 Wallet. Users can hold $888, store NFTs, and access the 888 
Casino Metaverse. The wallet will allow for staking of the NFTs.

888 Wallet

The Official 888 Marketplace. Users can buy, sell, and trade 888 official NFTs. 
Users will be able to connect the 888 Wallet and be able to buy NFTs with 
$888.

888 Marketplace

The Official 888 NFTs. Users can collect and trade rare NFTs. Use 888 NFTs in 
the 888 Infinity Metaverse. Use these NFTs as upgrades, unique avatars, and 
much more. 888 Infinity allows staking of these NFTs in the 888 Wallet to earn 
more $888.

888 NFTs

V. Applications
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Users can stake our NFTs and $888 
on the BSC or Ethereum network to 
get more $888 in return.

Staking
Users receive 2% in redistribution 
automatically from all 
transactions just by holding.

Distribution

Users can easily swap between ETH 
and $888 via Uniswap.

Easy Swap

For being an $888 holder, users will 
be invited to private NFT auctions, 
reveal events, and private beta 
access.

Exclusive Access

Users can easily deposit and 
withdraw $888 automatically using 
the 888 Casino.

888 Casino
Users will be able to participate in 
community voting, moderation, 
and governance.

Voting

VI. Features
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Redistribution Tax Marketing and 
Development Tax

Casino House 
Funds Tax

3%3%2%
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888 Infinity is an NFT Casino Metaverse. 
Play and win prizes within the Metaverse.

t.me/Official888infinity $888 DEXtools @play888Infinity

Purchase $888 on Uniswap V2
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https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?exactField=input&inputCurrency=0xf65b639cd872217a5cf224e34e28320b06ef317f?use=v2
https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-explorer/0x915ebebd1148b09b3132fc4cb2d44d39047c7a75
https://www.888infinity.io/
https://twitter.com/play888Infinity
https://t.me/Official888infinity

